Intelligent Classification of Learner’s Cognitive Domain using Bayes Net, Naïve Bayes, and J48 Utilizing Bloom’s Taxonomy-based Serious Game

Abstract—Lately, personalized learning approach attracted the attention of so many researchers due to its capacity to improve the quality of educational system. This approach provides opportunities to maximize the potential of all students based on their profile. This indicates the necessity of grouping learners’ profiles appropriately in order to optimize contribution of personalized learning approach in achieving learning objective. The problems occurred when classifying learners’ profile especially when dealing with large number of learners, restricted time to classify, and requirement of authentic data. To solve the problem, we proposed the implementation of Bloom’s taxonomy-based serious game as an assessment tool replacing paper-based tool for the gameplay data collection. Three different methods namely: BN, NB, and J48 were implemented to obtain the highest accuracy of classification. Our study finds that the NB classifier gives the highest percentage accuracy that is 92.31%. This classifier has the similar accuracy with BN but with lower error rate. In view of the strength of agreement, the result is categorized Very Good ($\kappa = 0.85$).

Index Terms—Bloom’s Taxonomy, Classification, Learner’s Cognitive Domain, Serious Game.

I. INTRODUCTION

A well understanding of learners’ characteristics will guide teachers in designing a good lesson plan since good lesson plan supports creation of joyful learning environment such that learning objective achieved effectively. Ideally, learners learn at their own characteristic. That is why the difference of learners’ characteristics should be involved in designing a lesson plan.

Learners’ characteristics were composed by a variety of aspects such as: personality, academic, social/emotional, and cognitive that is individualized [1]. Teachers were in charge of gathering authentically learners’ information to profiling learners precisely. Besides, information must be gathered quickly. Delay in gathering learners’ information has impact on delay of obtaining decision which is required in the improvement of lesson plan. This condition tends to widen bias of achievement of the learning objectives.

In practice, gathering learners’ information is typically performed at assessment process. So, mistakes taking place in the assessment activities have a major impact on the achievement of the learning objectives.

Although assessment process is an important part of learning process, it is not always simple to be performed [2]. Some of the conditions that constrain the assessment process are: large number of assessment’s attributes involved, big size of class learners, and restricted time of assessment process. Furthermore, in case learners’ information has been gathered, teachers are still made to classify a learner into an appropriate class.

The development of the game technology has attracted researchers to examine the opportunity of its application as an educational assessment tools [3, 4]. One such game among others believed as developing technology is a serious game [5]. One that distinguishing serious game of entertainment game is the existence of assessment component [6, 7] which is really required on education [3]. Serious game provides an opportunity for players to transferring technology and recording player behavior while playing the game [8]. The history of the application of game technologies in education can be tracked at [4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]

Bloom’s taxonomy theoretically explains that learners’ mastery in a cognitive domain was really affected by their mastery on the previous domains [14]. It implies that learning process done gradually from the simplest to the most complex. Mechanism established in Bloom’s taxonomy-based learning should be well adopted in setting the games’ level of difficulty so as to avoid players’ early frustration or boredom in playing the game.

Currently, there is no publication related to the utilization of Bloom’s taxonomy-based serious game for the collection of data which is required in learners’ classification. Therefore, this paper proposed the implementation of Bloom’s taxonomy-based serious game assessment to replace the paper-based assessment for data collection. Data were gathered as information trail of Bloom’s taxonomy-based serious game players. Learners playing the games were in charge of solving nine challenges distributed in the first three levels of cognitive domain of Bloom’s taxonomy. Further, we conducted classification of players’ cognitive domain by applying three methods namely: Bayes Net, Naïve Bayes, and Tree J48 to obtain the highest accuracy of players’ classification.
The rest of this paper describes: literature review, Bloom’s taxonomy-based serious game (BoTySeGa), research methodology, results and discussion, and concluding remarks.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Bloom’s Taxonomy Model

In 1950 Benjamin Bloom developed a learning taxonomy which was then known as a Bloom’s taxonomy. Taxonomy itself is defined as a classification device of learner’s cognitive process which is involved in learning objective [14, 15]. Bloom classified learning process into three psychology domain i.e.: cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. Cognitive domain relates with information processing, affective domain deals with attitude and reasoning, and psychomotor relates with manipulation or physical skill [16].

Bloom’s taxonomy views the cognitive skill of learners. He divides cognitive skill of learners in learning process into six different categories namely: knowledge (C1), comprehension (C2), application (C3), analysis (C4), synthesis (C5), and evaluation (C6). The categorization is ordered from the simple/low to complex/high thinking skill. Each category is stated using noun word (Fig. 1).

Further, several aspects, such as: cognitive ability, its brief description, synonyms, illustration of verbs used in assessment and level of difficulty of each of cognitive domain of Bloom’s taxonomy are described at Table I.

B. Classification Methods

In this subsection we briefly describe three different methods of classification, namely: Bayes Net, Naïve Bayes, and Tree J48.

Bayes Net (BN), also known as Bayesian Networks, is a graphical model that is widely used to model industrial problems due to its probabilistic and graphical capabilities in reasoning under uncertainty. In education, BN can be used to represent the sates of student ability.

BN relies on Bayes’ rule [16]. The following is the definition of Bayes’ rule:

\[
P(C \mid E) = \arg \max_C P(C) P(E \mid C)
\]

Other Bayesian classifier which also known as the state-of-the-art Bayesian classifier is Naïve Bayes (NB). This classifier has been proven as one of the most computationally effective, efficient, and simple algorithm for machine learning and data mining application. NB classifier assumes that all attributes within the same class are independent given the class label. Based on this assumption, the Bayesian rule has been modified as follows to define the NB rule:

\[
P(C \mid E) = \arg \max_C P(C) \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(A_i \mid C)
\]

J48 classification algorithm is the enhanced version of C4.5 decision tree and has been developed to generate a pruned or un-pruned C4.5 decision tree[18][19]. J48 builds decision trees from a set of labeled training data using the concept of information entropy. It uses the fact that each attribute of the data can be used to make a decision by splitting the data into smaller subsets. J48 examines the normalized information gain (difference in entropy) that results from choosing an attribute for splitting the

![Figure 1. Bloom’s Taxonomy (cited from [17])](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Synonyms</th>
<th>Illustrative verbs</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Judging the value of the system based on given criteria</td>
<td>Estimate Assesment</td>
<td>Justify; conclude; evaluation; verify; confirm; determine; analysis</td>
<td>Highest level dependent on students reasoning ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis</td>
<td>Putting together elements/ parts to form a system</td>
<td>Combination Fusion Creation</td>
<td>Generate; combine; construct; formulate; propose; assemble; design; predict; improve</td>
<td>High order question (HOq)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>Breakdown of a system into its elements/ parts</td>
<td>Study Scrutiny Breakdown</td>
<td>Distinguish; compare; contrast; classify; categorize</td>
<td>HOq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>The use of abstractions in particular and concrete situations</td>
<td>Use Purpose Appliance</td>
<td>Change; demonstrate; modify; solve; use; show; calculate</td>
<td>HOq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>Translation, interpretation and extrapolation of elements/ parts</td>
<td>Understand Grasp</td>
<td>Explain; convert; estimate; rearrange; summarize; derive; review; relate</td>
<td>Low order question (LOq)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Recall or recognition of specific elements/ parts</td>
<td>Information Facts Data</td>
<td>Name; list; State; define; describe; label; sketch; discuss; identify; select; insert; complete</td>
<td>Lowest level dependent on students memory ability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
data. To make the decision, the attribute with the highest normalized information gain is used. Then, the algorithm recurs on the smaller subsets. The splitting procedure stops if all instances in a subset belong to the same class. Then a leaf node is created in the decision tree telling to choose that class. But it can also happen that none of the features give any information gain. In this case J48 creates a decision node higher up in the tree using the expected value of the class. J48 can handle both continuous and discrete attributes, training data with missing attribute values and attributes with differing costs. Further it provides an option for pruning trees after creation.

III. BLOOM’S TAXONOMY-BASED SERIOUS GAME

A. Game Scenario of BoTySeGa

The scenario of BoTySeGa adopts a story of a famous Indonesian folklore entitled Cupak Grantang. BoTySeGa is an adventure game telling the Grantang’s adventure saving a princess from a giant named Menaru. A player acts as an agent who controls action of playing character to get successful in saving the adventure mission. The player can navigate the character in four different directions: left, right, up and down. Besides, he is also able to choose solutions of a challenge, and access Help before submitting a solution. The data recorded utilizing BoTySeGa are described in the section of Data Type and Value of Gameplay Data.

B. Design BoTySeGa

BoTySeGa is an assessment serious game which is developed to assess learners’ mastery on mathematics subject matter of 5th grade elementary school learners. We involve parallelograms knowledge into BoTySeGa challenges. The Game is a single player game which is developed by author implementing a development software package RPGXP. Genre of BoTySeGa is adventure game and setting language used is Indonesian.

Player is in charge of playing character’s tasks to solve the number of nine challenges distributed into the first three levels within the cognitive domain of Bloom’s taxonomy. Only players who send the right solution on the third problem in each level may proceed to the next level of the game. Otherwise, the game is over. Those, who solve all problems rightly, are the winner. Challenges raised at BoTySeGa are associated with standard of competency which should be mastered by learners in the subject of parallelograms. The level of difficulty of the problems are categorized into three, namely: low (L), medium (M), or high (H). Determination of the level of problem’s difficulty that is raised as a current challenge is based on the player’s experience in the previous challenge (Fig. 2). Mapping of knowledge distribution in BoTySeGa is shown in Table II.

The players’ experience which is recorded as BoTySeGa players’ data are: score, completion time of challenge, and number of accessing Help. The other data recorded are players’ achievement on the subject matter. The fourth data are recorded by way of using paper-based test. The players are directed to type his/her identity: name and registration number before playing BoTySeGa. This identity is used as a player’s data key. BoTySeGa is also equipped with Help feature. Players can access this feature before they decide a solution for a problem in the game. Fig. 3 (a-d) displays screenshots of stages of BoTySeGa. The first three stages comprise of an opening stage, a comment stage revealed in case of player sent a wrong solution, and a hint stage to assist player who access Help feature. The fourth stage displays gameplay data window.

C. Data Type and Value of Gameplay

Score is not the only attribute recorded from BoTySeGa players. BoTySeGa also records completion time of a challenge and the frequency of accessing Help. We call the records as gameplay data representing players’ behavior in playing BoTySeGa.
A player score is defined as a measure of player's mastery on learning content as the basis of determining player's progress or his competence. Player score is recorded in ordinal data type 0, 1, 2, 3. A value 0 represents inability of the player to solve the problem correctly. Value 1, 2, 3 successively represent the success of the player in solving any problem in any level of difficulty.

Completion time represents duration since appearance of a challenge in the serious game up to the player's submission of a solution. Data are recorded in ratio data type. Measurement unit of completion time is in second (sec). Theoretically, serious game did not constrain completion time spent for a challenge. Learner's understanding is defined as learner’s experience in achieving learning objective. Timing the game completion constrain the players' performance since they are forced to decide a solution a hurry and risky [4]. The longer the time completion, the more accurate will the solution be performed by the player [20]. Conversely, [21, 22] state that response time of test item is influenced by intelligence that intellectual ability positively correlates with person speed in processing information. Referring to [4, 20, 21, 22], we restrict the time completion time with a value of 10 minutes (600 sec). It representing a very long completion time and it is never revealed as BoTySeGa gameplay data.

The number of accessing Help represents frequency of the player in accessing Help feature. BoTySeGa records the time when the player accesses Help feature. Data are recorded in ratio data type and unit of measurement is sec. The value \( n \) represents the player accesses Help at the \( n\text{th} \) sec.

Data of players' achievement are recorded in ratio data type using paper-based test. Value of the player's achievement ranges from 0 to 10. Value 0 means the player's low achievement, while 10 represents the player's high achievement.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research methodology described in this section includes gameplay data collection, pre-process, and classification of gameplay data as shown in Fig. 4.

A. Gameplay Data Collection

The players’ data collection was done at computer laboratory of Universitas Pendidikan Ganesha. As many as 85 5th grade elementary students participated as research subjects. Data were collected through the operation of ten stand-alone personal computers. We divided research subjects into three groups. Each group consisted of 17-20 research subjects. Data of each group were taken in one day for about 6 hours. The maximum time allotted for 10 players or less was two hours. Data were collected from 8.00 a.m. until 02.00 p.m. Installation of ten personal computers for data collection was purposefully intended to guarantee accuracy of data recorded showing serious game players' behavior. Two research observers were involved during the collection of research data.

In the beginning; the players were informed that their behavior in playing serious game would be recorded as gameplay data. They were also informed that they themselves were in charge of playing character's tasks in winning the game. Furthermore; they were informed about the manual operation of BoTySeGa and asked to perform login process before playing the game. The two research personal are assigned to supervise the players to maximize the use of existing features, focus on their main task, or allocate as short as possible time to complete a challenge. This step was held to supervise players that they could concentrate on their tasks to win the game. It also limits the wasted time during a game play which tends to be performed by procrastinator. Players who had completed all challenges or resigned before completing the whole challenges were obliged to communicate their decision by clicking Quit feature available in the serious game.

Data on the players' achievement were taken based on paper-based test. The data were collected on the similar day after the players playing BoTySeGa. We also collected data from experts; in our study they were teachers of the learners. Data from experts were used as reference data or ground truth data of the players’ achievement. Divergence of the achievement values (if exist) taken from the paper-based test and the teachers were discussed among the researchers, the teachers and the learners.
B. Pre-process of Gameplay Data

There are three aims of pre-process stage. First, pre-process closely deals with players' data which do not completely solve nine challenges of BoTySeGa. The second and third phase focus on determining how often the players access Help and creating the actual knowledge based on score data.

In case of game over state, attribute completion time will record a default value 0. Surely, it does not give a representative result. The player who does not submit solution is labeled spent a shortest time to solve a challenge. For the case, we set a value 600 of which is never revealed as empirical data of the players' completion time.

Dealing with Help attribute; this paper focuses on how frequent activities of accessing of Help is done. It means that we need to convert the players' data into a value representing how often Help feature is accessed before the players submit a solution in the game.

The following pre-process we did was determining the players' actual knowledge value. This was based on players' score for each challenge. The maximum value of the players' actual knowledge is 9. A player who failed in solving challenges in a cognitive domain was subject to be considered having no actual knowledge in that domain. We reduced the actual knowledge value of the players by one every time they failed in solving a challenge. Procedure to determining the players' actual knowledge was done as in algorithm shown below to create actual knowledge value.

Algorithm to create actual knowledge value
Set \( n \) to 0
For all challenges
  If not (solution is right) then
    Increase \( n \)
Set \( AK \) to 9 - \( n \)

An example of gameplay data before versus after pre-process is shown in Table III.

The last aim of pre-process is classifying class target. We selected players' achievement data as class target and classified it into three classes: Poor, Fair, and Good. Twenty seven percent of lower group is classified as Poor class, Twenty seven percent of higher group is classified as Good class, and others are classified as Fair class.

C. Classification of Gameplay Data

Process of classification of gameplay data is given in the following.

- Classify gameplay data by applying two tests option namely: cross-validation and percentage split. Classifications are done in a variety of numbers of folds: 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 and percentages of split: 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, and 90%.
- Check the classification results that meet the strength of agreement category which at least is Good (0.61≤\( \kappa \)Kappa value (\( \kappa \))≤0.80).
- Determine number of fold or percentage of split that give maximum percentage of correctly classified instances for the three methods.
- Determine optimum percentage of correctly classified instances for the fold or percentage of split given from the previous point.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we show and discuss the performance of three different classification methods described above. Each method was implemented for a similar gameplay data from 85 instances. In this paper, an instance represents the gameplay data of one player. Each of the instances involved 29 attributes. Before the implementation of each method, we conducted pre-process for gameplay data following the procedure described in the research methodology section. The following points describe classification results of each method based on two test options, and comparison of the results at an optimum cross-validation or percentage split test option.

A. The Classification Results

The results of classification implementation of the above three classification methods and two tests option is shown in Table IV. The Performance evaluation of classification was measured by the accuracy of classification method which were categorized at least within the level of Good strength of agreement category.

Referring to Table IV, we found three results classified at Very Good strength of agreement category (0.81≤\( \kappa \)≤1.00). One of the results was obtained from the classification implementation of NB with 85% of split test option. The accuracy of the result is 92.31%. The other two results were obtained from J48 with 80% and 85% percentages of split test option. The accuracy of those classifications is 94.12% and 92.31%. Five results are classified as Good (0.61≤\( \kappa \)≤0.80). Two were obtained from the classification implementation of BN with 85% and 90% of split test. The accuracy of those classifications is successively 84.62% and 87.65%. The other three re-
results were from NB with 75%, 80%, and 90% percentages of split test. The accuracy of the last three results successively is: 85.71%, 88.24%, and 87.50%. We also found that the percentage of split 85% is the best percentage for the three classification methods.

**TABLE IV.**

| Percentage of Correctly Classified Instances, Kappa Values, and Mean Absolute Errors of Classification Results |
|--------------------------------------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| BN (CC)                                          | NB (k)           | J48 (MAE)        |
| Fold                                            |                  |                  |
| 10                                              | 63.53 0.41       | 65.24 0.47       |
| 15                                              | 65.88 0.45       | 64.41 0.48       |
| 20                                              | 64.71 0.43       | 69.41 0.49       |
| 25                                              | 64.71 0.44       | 68.24 0.47       |
| 30                                              | 67.06 0.47       | 67.06 0.45       |
| Percent (%)                                     |                  |                  |
| 70                                              | 80.00 0.64       | 80.00 0.64       |
| 75                                              | 76.19 0.59       | 85.71 0.74       |
| 80                                              | 76.47 0.59       | 88.24 0.78       |
| 85                                              | 84.62 0.72       | 92.31 0.85       |
| 90                                              | 87.50 0.71       | 87.50 0.71       |

**Table V**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Results of 15% Testing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Picture 5**

**Figure 5.** Percentage of correctly classified instances, Kappa value, and MAE of BN, NB, and J48 for the percentage of split 85%

**Figure 6.** Visualization of Classification Error for NB Classifier with 85% Percentage of Split

**Figure 10**

**Table V Classification Results of 15% Testing Data**

**B. Comparison Results of the Classification methods at Percentage of Split 85%**

Comparison of correctly classified instances, Kappa value, and mean absolute error for the three classification methods is depicted in Fig. 5.

Based on the classification results, both NB and J48 classifiers give the similar percentage of correctly classified instances (92.31%). In view of Kappa value, both classification results are categorized as Very Good NB, however, has less MAE value than J48.

Visualization of classification error for NB classifier with 85% of percentage split is depicted in Fig. 6. One out of thirteen instances of gameplay data was labeled incorrectly class. It was labeled Fair for the instance that should be predicted Poor.

The result depicted in Fig. 5 shows that NB outperforms BN and J48 classifiers with respect to the accuracy and mean absolute error of classification of BoTySeGa gameplay data. Our result confirms the previous result [23, 24] that states NB classifier should be favored over BN and J48. Detail of classification results of fifteen percent of testing data is shown in Table V.

**VI. CONCLUSION**

We applied three different classifiers BN, NB and J48 to classify BoTySeGa gameplay data. Two test options were chosen in each of the classification namely: cross-validation and percentage split. We chose 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 fold of cross-validation for test option and 70, 75, 80, 85, and 90 percent of percentage split. These classifications aimed at finding the best classifier and procedure of classification that provides high accuracy value for the classification of data BoTySeGa gameplay data. Result shows that NB classifier with 85% split test option outperforms other two classifiers BN and J48. The accuracy value of this classifier is 92.31% and its MAE is 0.05. This implies that the usage of BoTySeGa as an assessment tool replacing paper-based should be considered as a new pedagogical issue.
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